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LESSON 15 CLASSIFICATION                                                       Updated May 29, 2021 

Classification is a technique for determining which class the dependent variable y 

belongs to based on one or more independent variables  x. A classification 

problem occurs when the output variable is a “yes” or “no” category like  “disease” 

and “no disease”. Classification is also known as supervised learning because 

learning relies on provided inputs and outputs. 

Available Classification Algorithms: 

Logistic Regression 

K-Nearest Neighbors 

Random Forest 

Naive Bayes 

Support Vector Machine SVM 

Decision Trees 

Ada Boost 

 

Logistic Regression 

Logistic regression transforms its output using the logistic sigmoid function to 

return a probability value which can then be mapped to two or more discrete 

classes. We have studied Logistic Regression in the previous lesson. 

K-Nearest Neighbors KNN 

The KNN algorithm assumes that similar things exist in close proximity. 
Similar data points are close to each other.  

An object is classified by a majority vote of its neighbors, with the object being 

assigned to the class most common among its k nearest neighbors (k is a positive 

integer, typically small). If k = 1, then the object is simply assigned to the class of 

that single nearest neighbor. 
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The KNN Algorithm is as follows: 

1. Load or initialize  the x,y data as a 2D array 
2. Initialize K to the number of desired  neighbors 
3. choose a predicted value 
4. make a list of empty neighbors 
5. For each sample in the data: 
 
6  Calculate the distance between a predict  value and the current sample from 
the data using the distance formula: 

 
(We have no y data) 
 

7  Add the distance and the index of the sample as a tuple to a list 
 
8. Sort the of distances and indices from smallest to largest (in ascending order) 
by the distances 
 
9. Pick the first K entries from the sorted list 
 
10. Get the labels (y values) of the selected K entries 
 
11. If regression desired, return the mean of the K labels 
 
                  mean =  sum(labels) / len(labels) 
 
12. If classification desired, return the mode of the K labels 
 
                   m = max([labels.count(a) for a in labels]) 
                   mode =  [x for x in labels if labels.count(x) == m][0] if m>1 else labels[0] 
 

13. return the nearest neighbors as (x,y) points  
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Classification Homework Question 1 

Code the above  KNN algorithm in plain python without the use of any machine 

learning library like sklearn. Use  enumerate to iterate  each sample in the data 

    for index,entry in enumerate(data): 

Use separate regression data and classification data. 

Regression data has different y labels so has no class  where as classification data 

has repeated y labels representing many classes. Print out the sample data, the 

value to predict, k, the nearest neighbors and prediction value. Plot  the data with 

a blur dot, the predicted point with a red dot, and the nearest neighbors with a 

red circle around the blue dot.  Call your homework classification_homework1.py 

You should get something like this: 

regression data: 
[[65.75, 112.99], [71.52, 136.49], [69.4, 153.03], [68.22, 142.34], [67.79, 144.3], 
[68.7, 123.3], [69.8, 141.49], [70.01, 136.46], [67.9, 112.37], [66.49, 127.45]] 
predict: 66 k= 3 
nearest neighbors:   
[(0.25, 0), (0.4899999999999949, 9), (1.7900000000000063, 4)] 
prediction: 128.24666666666667 
 
classification data: 
[[22, 1], [23, 1], [21, 1], [18, 1], [19, 1], [25, 0], [27, 0], [29, 0], [31, 0], [45, 0]] 
predict: 21 k= 3 
nearest neighbors:  [(0.0, 2), (1.0, 0), (2.0, 1)] 
prediction: 1 
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KNN using sklearn 

We will us the K-Nearest Neighbors KNN algorithm to classify a set of dice. 

 

 

Each dice will fill a 3*3 matrix where each dot is a 1. The example is the dice 2. 

0 0 1 

0 0 0 
1 0 0 

 

We will use the sklearn KNN KNeighborsClassifier,  here are the steps: 

Import the sklearn KNeighborsClassifier. 

from sklearn.neighbors import KNeighborsClassifier 

Make an matrix of dice values. 

x = np.array([[0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0],  
              [1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1],  
              [1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1],  
              [1,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,1],  
              [1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1],  
              [1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1]]) 
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Make an array of  corresponding classification dice numbers that correspond to 

dice values.    

y = np.array([1,2,3,4,5,6]) 

Make  the sklearn KNeighborsClassifier using a distance of 1 between points. 

knn = KNeighborsClassifier(n_neighbors=1) 

Fit the data. 

knn.fit(x, y) 

Get a list of distances and corresponding indices. 

distances, indices = knn.kneighbors(x) 

 

Print out distances and indices. 

print(distances) 

 

 

 

 

print(indices) 

 

 

 

 

 

distances:  

[[0.] 

 [0.] 

 [0.] 

 [0.] 

 [0.] 

 [0.]] 

indices:  

[[0] 

 [1] 

 [2] 

 [3] 

 [4] 

 [5]] 
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predict number 6 

print(knn.predict([[1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1]])) 

 

 

 

 Get and print calculated  probability accuracy,  

print(knn.predict_proba([[1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1]])) 

 

 

 

Check for some junky value 

print(knn.predict([[1,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0]])) 

 

 

print the predicted probability accuracy calculated from the junky value  

print(knn.predict_proba([[1,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0]])) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[6] 

[[0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.]] 

 

[4] 

 

 [[0. 0. 0. 1. 0. 0.]] 
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Here is the complete program 

""" 
knnsklearn.py 
k nearest neighbor using sklearn 
""" 
import numpy as np 
from sklearn.neighbors import KNeighborsClassifier 
 
# dice patterns 1 to 6 
x = np.array([[0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0],  
              [1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1],  
              [1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1],  
              [1,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,1],  
              [1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1],  
              [1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1]]) 
 
# dice numbers     
y = np.array([1,2,3,4,5,6]) 
 
# make KNeighborsClassifier 
knn = KNeighborsClassifier(n_neighbors=1) 
 
# fit data 
knn.fit(x, y) 
 
# get and print distance s and indices 
distances, indices = knn.kneighbors(x) 
print("distances:",distances) 
print("indices:",indices) 
# predict dice number 6 
print(knn.predict([[1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1]])) 
# print probability accuracy 
print(knn.predict_proba([[1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1]])) 
# predict dice number ? 
print(knn.predict([[1,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0]])) 
# print probability accuracy 
print(knn.predict_proba([[1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0]])) 
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Here is the output: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

to do:  try some more good values and junky values like all 1’s 

 

RANDOM FOREST CLASSIFIER 

Random forest classifier creates a set of decision trees from randomly selected 

subset of training set. It then aggregates the votes from different decision trees to 

decide the final class of the test object. 

Suppose training set is given as : [X1, X2, X3, X4] with corresponding labels as 

[L1, L2, L3, L4], random forest may create three decision trees taking input of 

subset for example, 

1. [X1, X2, X3] 

2. [X1, X2, X4] 

3. [X2, X3, X4] 

The final prediction is based on the majority of votes from each of the decision 

trees made. 

distances: [[0.] 

 [0.] 

 [0.] 

 [0.] 

 [0.] 

 [0.]] 

indices: [[0] 

 [1] 

 [2] 

 [3] 

 [4] 

 [5]] 

[6] 

[[0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.]] 

[4] 

[[0. 0. 0. 1. 0. 0.]] 
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A decision tree is a map of the possible outcomes of a series of related choices. It 
allows an individual or organization to weigh possible actions against one another 
based on their costs, probabilities, and benefits. They can be used either to drive 
informal discussion or to map out an algorithm that predicts the best choice 
mathematically. 

 

 

If it is sunny and normal humidity then play golf. 

If it is sunny and high humidity then do not play golf. 

If it is rainy and weak wind then play golf. 

If it is rainy and strong wind then do not play golf. 

 

Random ForestClassifier Example 

We will use our 6 sided dice classification example again.  
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Here are the steps to use the sklearn Random ForestClassifier.  

Import the sklearn Random ForestClassifier 

from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestClassifier 

Make an matrix of dice values 

x = np.array([[0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0],  
              [1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1],  
              [1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1],  
              [1,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,1],  
              [1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1],  
              [1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1]]) 
 

The size of X is typically (n_samples, n_features), which means that samples are 
represented as rows and features are represented as columns having 0 and 1 
values. 

Make an y array of corresponding classification numbers that compared to dice 

values.   The target values y which are integers for classification.  

y = np.array([1,2,3,4,5,6]) 

make  random forest Classifier 

rf = RandomForestClassifier(random_state=0) 

fit the data 

rf.fit(x, y) 

Once the estimator is fitted, it can be used for predicting target values of new data 

and show test case prediction’s 

print( rf.predict(x)) 

 

 

[1 2 3 4 5 6] 

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/glossary.html#term-177
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predict  for number 6 

print(rf.predict([[1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1]])) 

 

 

 print the calculated probability accuracy 

print(rf.predict_proba([[1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1]])) 

 

 

print the prediction some junky value 

print(rf.predict([[1,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0]])) 

 

 

print the predicted probability accuracy calculated from the junky value  

print(rf.predict_proba([[1,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0]])) 

 

 

(Not as accurate) 

Here is the complete program 

""" 
randomForestsklearn.py 
random forest using sklearn 
""" 
 
import numpy as np 
from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestClassifier 

[6] 

 

[[0.   0.01 0.   0.26 0.04 0.69]] 

[4] 

 

[[0.14 0.04 0.   0.67 0.06 0.09]] 
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# dice patterns 1 to 6 
x = np.array([[0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0],  
              [1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1],  
              [1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1],  
              [1,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,1],  
              [1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1],  
              [1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1]]) 
 
# dice numbers     
y = np.array([1,2,3,4,5,6]) 
 
# make KRandomForest Classifier 
rf = RandomForestClassifier(random_state=0) 
 
# fit data 
rf.fit(x, y) 
 
# show test case prediction 
print( rf.predict(x)) 
 
# predict dice number 6 
print(rf.predict([[1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1]])) 
 
# print probability accuracy 
print(rf.predict_proba([[1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1]])) 
 
# predict dice number ? 
print(rf.predict([[1,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0]])) 
 
# print probability accuracy 
print(rf.predict_proba([[1,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0]])) 
 

Here is the output: 

 

 

 

[1 2 3 4 5 6] 

[6] 

[[0.   0.01 0.   0.26 0.04 0.69]] 

[4] 

[[0.14 0.04 0.   0.67 0.06 0.09]] 
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To do: try some more good and  junky values like all 1’s. 

 

Naive Bayes Classifier 

The Naive Bayes Classifier uses the  Bayes Theorem for classification. 

Bayes Theorem 

Bayes' Theorem is a way of finding a probability when we know certain other 
probabilities. 

                     P(B|A) P(A) 

 P(A|B)    = ---------------- 

                          P(B) 

What we need to know: 

         P(A|B)     tells us how often A happens given that B happens  

What we know: 

         P(B|A)     how often B happens given that A happens 

         P(A)          Probability of A 

         P(B)          Probability of B 

 

Example using Bayes Theorm: 

P(Fire) means how often there is fire. 

P(Smoke) means how often we see smoke. 
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then: 

P(Fire|Smoke) means how often there is fire when we see smoke.  
 
P(Smoke|Fire) means how often we see smoke when there is fire. 

The Bayes  formula  tells us P(Fire|Smoke)  when we know  P(Smoke|Fire) versa) 

 

What we know: 

P(Fire)     dangerous fires are rare (1%)  

P(Smoke)     smoke is fairly common (10%) due to factories 

  P(Smoke|Fire)    90% of dangerous fires make smoke 

 

What we need to know 

  P(Fire/Smoke)       calculate the probability of dangerous fire when there is Smoke: 
 
 

                     P(B|A)P(A) 

 P(A|B)    = --------------- 

                          P(B) 

                                P(Fire) P(Smoke|Fire)          1%   * 90 % 
P(Fire/Smoke)  =   ---------------------------  =     ------------------  = 9% 
                                       P(Smoke)                             10% 

 

In this case 9% of the time when we see  smoke it means there is a dangerous fire. 
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Model training 

Naive Bayes classifier calculates the probabilities for every factor 

If we have a certain event E and test actors x1,x2,x3, etc. 

We first calculate P(x1| E) , P(x2 | E) … [read as probability of x1 given event E 
happened] and then select the test actor x with maximum probability value. 

Basically, sklearn Naive Bayes provides three alternatives for model training: 

 Gaussian: It is used in classification and it assumes that features follow a 
normal distribution. 
 

 Multinomial:  (many outputs) It is used for discrete counts. For example, 
let’s say, we have a text classification problem. Here we can consider 
Bernoulli trials (described next) which is one step further and instead of 
“word occurring in the document”, we have “count how often word occurs 
in the document”, you can think of it as “number of times outcome number 
x_i is observed over the n trials”. 
 

A Bernoulli trial is an experiment that results in two outcomes: success and 
failure. One example of a Bernoulli trial is the coin tossing experiment, 
which results in heads or tails. In a Bernoulli trial we define the probability 
of success and probability of failure as follows: 
P success = p          where   0 ≤ p ≤1 
P failure = 1−p 

 Bernoulli: The binomial model is useful if your feature vectors are binary 
(i.e. zeros and ones). One application would be text classification with ‘bag 
of words’ model where the 1s & 0s are “word occurs in the document” and 
“word does not occur in the document” respectively. 

 

 

 

http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/naive_bayes.html
http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/naive_bayes.html
http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/naive_bayes.html
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We will use Gaussion for  our Naive Bayes Classifier. We will  classify if email is 

spam or not  depending on words used in an email. 

Spam words:   'free', ‘work at home', 'buy', 'dollars' 

Not spam words: 'tomorrow','today', 'see you','goodbye' 

 We will use the sklearn GaussianNB classifier to classify if emails are spam or not 

spam.  

Here are the steps: 

We first import the Gaussian model 

from sklearn.naive_bayes import GaussianNB 

Unfortunately sklearn does not handle text data directly Since sklearn cannot 

handle input text data  so we just use a lookup dictionary for our words 

words = {'free':1,'work at home':2,'tomorrow':3,'today':4, 

                  'buy':5,'dollars':6,'see you':7,'goodbye':8} 

Each word gets a number. 

We also makes output labels for convenience. Sklearn can handle output labels. 

labels = ['spam','email'’] 

We first make test data with spam phrases and email phrases. Converting each 

phrase into a number using the lookup dictionary 

x = np.array([[words['free'],words['work at home']],  
              [words['tomorrow'],words['today']], 
              [words['buy'],words['dollars']], 
              [words['see you'],words['goodbye']] 
              ]) 
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If you print out x you will get a list of numbers representing each word like this: 
 

[[1 2] 
 [3 4] 
 [1 2] 
 [3 4]] 

 
We set the y data labels accordingly as the result for each row of x data. We do 

not need numbers for y outputs since Sklearn can handle output labels. 

y = np.array(['spam','email','spam','email']) 

We  then make the Gaussian  naive bayes Classifier 

nb = GaussianNB() 

we  fit the data 

nb.fit(x, y) 

we print the test case prediction 

print( nb.predict(x)) 

 

 

Here are some more tests: 

print predict spam test (is spam) 

print(nb.predict([[words['tomorrow'],words['work at home']]]))  

 

 

 

 

['spam' 'spam' 'email' 'email'] 

['spam'] 
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print predict spam test (is spam) 

print(nb.predict([[words['free'],words['tomorrow']]]))  

         

 

predict  spam test (is spam) 

print(nb.predict([[words['buy'],words['work at home']]]))  

 

 

Predict  email test (not spam) 

print(nb.predict([[words['goodbye'],words['tomorrow']]])) 

 

 

It seems the naïve bates classifies does not makes a very good spam filter. With 

more test data we would have more accuracy 

Here is the complete program 

""" 
naivebayessklearn.py 
naive bayes classifier using  sklearn 
""" 
from sklearn.naive_bayes import GaussianNB 
 
# since sklearn cannot handle text data 
# we just use a lookup dictionary for our words 
words = {'free':1,'work at home':2,'tomorrow':3,'today':4, 
         'buy':5,'dollars':6,'see you':7,'goodbye':8} 
 
 

['spam'] 

['email'] 

 

['spam'] 
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# predicted outputs 
labels = {'spam','email'} 
 
# make test cases 
x = np.array([[words['free'],words['work at home']],  
              [words['tomorrow'],words['today']], 
              [words['buy'],words['dollars']], 
              [words['see you'],words['goodbye']] 
              ]) 
 
# make predicted output values  
y = np.array(['spam','email','spam','email']) 
 
# make naive bayes Classifier 
nb = GaussianNB() 
 
# fit data 
nb.fit(x, y) 
 
# show test case prediction 
print( nb.predict(x)) 
# predict spam 
print(nb.predict([[words['tomorrow'],words['work at home']]]))  
# print spam 
print(nb.predict([[words['free'],words['tomorrow']]]))  
# print spam 
print(nb.predict([[words['buy'],words['work at home']]]))  
# print email 
print(nb.predict([[words['goodbye'],words['tomorrow']]]))  
 

Here is the output: 

 

 

 

To do:  try some more words for spam and not spam 

['spam' 'spam' 'email' 'email'] 

['spam'] 

['spam'] 

['spam'] 

['email'] 
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SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE 

A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a discriminative classifier formally defined by 

a separating hyper plane. In other words, given labeled training data (supervised 

learning), the algorithm outputs an optimal hyper plane which categorizes new 

examples. In two dimensional space this hyper plane is a line dividing a plane in 

two parts where in each class lay in either side. 

Hyperplanes are decision boundaries that help classify the data points. Data 

points falling on either side of the hyperplane can be attributed to different 

classes. In simple term, it is the ability of the machine learning model to correctly 

differentiate/separate/classify between different groups of data. 

 

 

Tuning the SVM parameter values  

Tuning the SVM parameters’ values effectively improves model performance. 

Parameters: Kernel, Regularization, Gamma, Margin 
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Kernel 

The learning of the hyper plane in linear SVM is done by transforming the problem 

using linear algebra equations. This is where the kernel plays a role. 

For linear kernel the equation for prediction for a new input using the dot product 

between the input (x) and each support vector (xi) is calculated as follows: 

f(x) = B(0) + sum(ai * (x,xi)) 

This is an equation that involves calculating the inner products of a new input 
vector (x) with all support vectors in training data. The coefficients B0 and ai (for 
each input) must be estimated from the training data by the learning algorithm. 

The polynomial kernel can be written as K(x,y) = 1 + sum(x.T + C)^d and 
exponential kernel as K(x,y) = exp(-gamma * sum((x — y²)).  

Polynomial and exponential kernels calculates separation line in higher dimension. 
This is called the kernel trick. 

Regularization 

The Regularization parameter C tells the SVM optimization how much you want to 
avoid misclassifying each training example. 

For large values of C, the optimization will choose a smaller-margin hyper plane if 
that hyper plane does a better job of getting all the training points classified 
correctly. Conversely, a very small value of C will cause the optimizer to look for a 
larger-margin separating hyper plane, even if that hyperplane misclassifies more 
points. 

The images below  are example of two different regularization parameter. Top 
one has some misclassification due to lower regularization value. A higher 
regularization  value leads to results like bottom one. 
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Gamma 

The gamma parameter defines how far the influence of a single training example 
reaches, with low values meaning ‘far’ and high values meaning ‘close’. In other 
words, with low gamma, points far away from plausible separation line are 
considered in calculation for the separation line. Where as high gamma means 
the points close to plausible line are considered in calculation. 

 

lower regularization value. 

higher regularization value. 
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Margin 

A margin is a separation of line to the closest class points. 

A good margin is one where this separation is larger for both the classes. Images 
below gives to visual example of good and bad margin. A good margin allows the 
points to be in their respective classes without crossing to other class. 
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We will apply the spam filter example from the previous Naive bayes Classifier. 

We will  classify if email is spam or not  depending on words used in an email. 

Spam words:   'free', ‘work at home', 'buy', 'dollars' 

Not spam words: 'tomorrow','today', 'see you','goodbye' 

 

We first need to import the sklearn svm library and accuracy library 

from sklearn import svm 
from sklearn.metrics import accuracy_score 

 

Unfortunately slklearn does not handle text data  

 

Since sklearn cannot handle text data we just use a lookup dictionary for our 

words 

words = {'free':1,'work at home':2,'tomorrow':3,'today':4, 
           'buy':6,'dollars':7,'see you':8,'goodbye':9} 
 
We also makes output labels for convenience. Sklearn can handle output labels. 

labels = ['spam','email'’] 
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We make data with spam phrases and email phrases 

x = np.array([[words['free'],words['work at home']],  
              [words['tomorrow'],words['today']], 
              [words['buy'],words['dollars']], 
              [words['see you'],words['goodbye']] 
              ]) 

 
If you print out x you will get a list of numbers representing each word like this: 
 

[[1 2] 
 [3 4] 
 [1 2] 
 [3 4]] 

 
We set the y data labels  accordingly as the result for each row of x data. We do 

not need numbers for y outputs since Sklearn can handle output labels. 

y = np.array(['spam','email','spam','email']) 

we make SVM Classifier 

svm = svm.SVC() 

we  fit the data 

svm.fit(x, y) 

we  show test case prediction 

predicted_labels = svm.predict(x); 

print( predicted_labels) 

 

 

 

 

['spam' 'email' 'spam' 'email'] 
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We show accuracy 

print (accuracy_score(y, predicted_labels)) 

 

 

We test  predict spam 

print(svm.predict([[words['tomorrow'],words['work at home']]]))  

 

 

we test  predicted  spam 

print(svm.predict([[words['free'],words['tomorrow']]]))  

  

 

We test  predicted spam 

print(svm.predict([[words['buy'],words['work at home']]]))  

  

 

We  test predicted email 

print(svm.predict([[words['goodbye'],words['tomorrow']]])) 

 

 

It seems the svm classifies also makes a good spam filter. With more test words  

we would have more accuracy 

accuracy: 1.0 

 

 ['spam'] 

 

['spam'] 

['email'] 

['spam'] 
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Here is the complete program: 

""" 
svmsklearn.py 
svm classifier using  sklearn 
""" 
 
import numpy as np 
from sklearn import svm 
from sklearn.metrics import accuracy_score 
 
# since sklearn cannot handle text data 
#  we use a lookup dictionary for our words 
words = {'free':1,'work at home':2,'tomorrow':3,'today':4, 
         'buy':1,'dollars':2,'see you':3,'goodbye':4} 
 
labels = {'spam':1,'email':2} 
 
# make word list 
x = np.array([[words['free'],words['work at home']],  
              [words['tomorrow'],words['today']], 
              [words['buy'],words['dollars']], 
              [words['see you'],words['goodbye']] 
              ]) 
 
# labels    
y = np.array([labels['spam'],labels['email'],labels['spam'],labels['email']]) 
 
# make svm Classifier 
svm = svm.SVC() 
#svm = svm.SVC(kernel="rbf", C=100) 
#svm = svm.SVC(kernel="rbf", C=100, gamma=1) 
 
# fit data 
svm.fit(x, y) 
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# show test case prediction 
predicted_labels = svm.predict(x); 
print( predicted_labels) 
 
# show accuracy 
print (accuracy_score(y, predicted_labels)) 
 
# predict spam 
print(svm.predict([[words['tomorrow'],words['work at home']]]))  
 
# print spam 
print(svm.predict([[words['free'],words['tomorrow']]]))  
              
# print spam 
print(svm.predict([[words['buy'],words['work at home']]]))  
 
# print email 
print(svm.predict([[words['goodbye'],words['tomorrow']]])) 
 

program output: 

 

 

 

 

To do: try some more words 

parameter tuning 

Using the radial basis function kernel “rbf” 

Change SVC kernel to rbf  and change regularization parameter C to 1 and then 

run program. 

 
 svm = svm.SVC(kernel=”rbf”, C = 1) 

['spam' 'email' 'spam' 

'email'] 

accuracy: 1.0 

['spam'] 

['spam'] 

['email'] 

['spam'] 
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Vary C  regularization parameter C as 10, 100, 1000, 10000 and  determine 
whether accuracy increases or decreases 

You will notice that at C = 100, the accuracy score increases to 85.38% and 
remains almost same beyond that. 

Add  Gamma 

Add  parameter gamma = 1.0 and then run program 

 svm = svm.SVC(kernel=”rbf”, C=100, gamma=1) 
 
 
todo: 

Try higher value of gamma = 10. It dropped further right. Try decreasing. Use 
values 0.1, 0.01, 0.001. What is the accuracy now? Is it increasing? 

You will notice that  low gamma values gives us strong accuracy.  

 

DECISION TREES 

The Decision Tree Classifier, repetitively divides the working area(plot) into sub 
part by identifying lines. (repetitively because there may be two distant regions of 
same class divided by other as shown in image below). 
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It terminate when: 

1. Either it has divided into classes that are pure (only containing members of 
single class ) 

   2.  Some criteria of classifier attribute: 

 

1. Impurity 

Impurity is when we have a traces of one class division into other. This can arise 
due to following reason 

1. We run out of available features to divide the class upon. 
2. We tolerate some percentage of impurity (we stop further division) for 

faster performance. (There is always tradeoff between accuracy and 
performance). 

For example in second case we may stop our division when we have x number of 
fewer number of elements left. This is also known as gini impurity. 
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2. Entropy 

Entropy is degree of randomness of elements or in other words it is measure of 
impurity. Mathematically, it can be calculated with the help of probability of the 
items as: 

It is negative summation of probability times the log of probability of item x. 

For example,  if we have items as number of dice face occurrence in a throw 
event as 1123, the entropy is: 
   p(1) = 0.5 
   p(2) = 0.25 
   p(3) = 0.25 
 
entropy = - (0.5 * log(0.5)) - (0.25 * log(0.25)) -(0.25 * log(0.25) 
        = 0.45 
 

H = - ∑ p(x) log p(x) 

 

3. Information Gain 

Suppose we have multiple features to divide the current working set. What 
feature should we select for division? Perhaps one that gives us less impurity. 

Suppose we divide the classes into multiple branches as follows, the information 
gain at any node is defined as 

Information Gain (n) = 
  Entropy(x) — ([weighted average] * entropy(children for feature)) 

Suppose we have following class to work with initially 

112234445 

Suppose we divide them based on property: divisible by 2 
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Entropy at root level : 0.66 
Entropy of left child : 0.45 , weighted value = (4/9) * 0.45 = 0.2 
Entropy of right child: 0.29 , weighted value = (5/9) * 0.29 = 0.16 
 
Information Gain = 0.66 - [0.2 + 0.16] = 0.3 

Check what information gain we get if we take decision as prime number instead 
of divide by 2. Which one is better for this case? 

Decision tree at every stage selects the one that gives best information gain. 
When information gain is 0 means the feature does not divide the working set at 
all. 
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Decision Tree example 

We have a following data for playing a golf on various weather conditions. 

Predictors Decision 

Outlook Temperature Humidity Windy Play Golf? 

Rainy Hot High False No 

Rainy Hot High True No 

Overcast Hot High False Yes 

Sunny Mild High False Yes 

Sunny Cool Normal False Yes 

Sunny Cool Normal True No 

Overcast Cool Normal True Yes 

Rainy Mild High False No 
 

Now if the weather condition is given as : 

Outlook : Rainy, Temperature: Cool, Humidity: High, Windy: False 

Should we play golf? 

 

We have outcomes at beginning as NNYYYNYN (Y = Yes and N = No) taken in given 
order. Entropy at this root node is 0.3 
 
 
P(N) = 4/8 =.5 
P(Y)  = 4/8 = .5 
 
entropy = -.5  * log(.5)  - .5 *log (.5)  =- .5 * .3 - .5 * .3 = -.15 - .15 = .3 
 
 
Now try to divide on various predictors:  outlook, temperature, humidity and 
windy. 
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Calculate the information gain in each case.  
 
Information Gain (n) = 

  Entropy(x) — ([weighted average] * entropy(children for 

feature)) 

 
Which one has highest information gain? 
 
For example, if we divide based on Outlook, we have divisions as 
 
 Rainy      : NNN      (entropy = 0) 
 Sunny      : YYN      (entropy = 0.041) 
 Overcast   : YY       (entropy = 0) 
 
So information gain = 0.3 - [0 + (3/8)*0.041 + 0] = 0.28 
 
Try out for other cases.The information gain is max when divided based on 
Outlook. 
 
Now the impurity for Rainy and Overcast is 0. We stop for them here.Next we 
need to separate Sunny, If we divide by Windy, we get max information gain. 
Sunny?     
 
YYN 
 Windy?  
Yes : N 
 No  : YY 
 
 
The decision tree look like something as shown in image below. 
 
Flowing down from tree according to result, we first check Rainy? 
So answer is No, we don't play golf. 
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For No the prediction data is  
Outlook : Rainy, Temperature: Cool, Humidity: High, Windy: False 
 

 

SVM Classifier example: 

We will apply the spam filter from the previous SVM Classifier 

We will  classify if email is spam or not  depending on words used in an email. 

Spam words:   'free', ‘work at home', 'buy', 'dollars' 

Not spam words: 'tomorrow','today', 'see you','goodbye' 

 

Here are the steps for the SVM Classifier: 

We first need to import the sklearn tree library and accuracy_score library 
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import numpy as np 
from sklearn import tree 
from sklearn.metrics import accuracy_score 
 
Unfortunately slkearn does not handle text data 

Since sklearn cannot handle text data we just use a lookup dictionary for our 

words 

words = {'free':1,'work at home':2,'tomorrow':3,'today':4, 
         'buy':5,'dollars':6,'see you':7,'goodbye':8} 

 

We also make labels for convenience, sklearn can handle output labels. 

labels = ['spam','email']     

we make test data with spam phrases and email phrases 

x = np.array([[words['free'],words['work at home']],  
              [words['tomorrow'],words['today']], 
              [words['buy'],words['dollars']], 
              [words['see you'],words['goodbye']] 
              ]) 
 

If you print out x you will get a list of numbers representing each word like this: 
 

[[1 2] 
 [3 4] 
 [1 2] 
 [3 4]] 

 
We set the y data labels accordingly as the result for each row of x data. We do 

not need numbers for y outputs since Sklearn can handle output labels. 

y = np.array(['spam','email','spam','email']) 

we  make decision tree Classifier 

dt = tree.DecisionTreeClassifier() 
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we fit the data 

dt.fit(x, y) 

we show test case prediction 

predicted_labels = nb.predict(x); 
print( predicted_labels) 

 
 

  

We show accuracy 

print (accuracy_score(y, predicted_labels)) 

 

 

We predict spam 

print(dt.predict([[words['tomorrow'],words['work at home']]]))  

 

 

we predict spam 

print(dt.predict([[words['free'],words['tomorrow']]]))  

 

 

We predict  spam 

print(dt.predict([[words['buy'],words['work at home']]]))  

 

['spam' 'email' 'spam' 'email'] 

['spam'] 

['spam'] 

['spam'] 

1.0 
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We predict print email 

print(dt.predict([[words['goodbye'],words['tomorrow']]])) 

 

 

 

It seems the decision tree classifies makes a good spam filter. With more words 

we would have more accuracy 

 

Here is the complete code 

""" 
dtsklearn.py 
decision tree classifier using  sklearn 
""" 
 
from sklearn import tree 
from sklearn.metrics import accuracy_score 
 
# since sklearn cannot handle text data we just use a lookup dictionary for our 
words 
 
words = {'free':1,'work at home':2,'tomorrow':3,'today':4, 
         'buy':1,'dollars':2,'see you':3,'goodbye':4} 
 
labels = {'spam':1,'email':2} 
 
# dice patterns 1 to 6 
x = np.array([[words['free'],words['work at home']],  
              [words['tomorrow'],words['today']], 
              [words['buy'],words['dollars']], 
              [words['see you'],words['goodbye']] 
              ]) 

['spam'] 
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# labels    
y = np.array([labels['spam'],labels['email'],labels['spam'],labels['email']]) 
 
# make decision tree Classifier 
dt = tree.DecisionTreeClassifier() 
 
# fit data 
dt.fit(x, y) 
# show test case prediction 
predicted_labels = dt.predict(x); 
print( predicted_labels) 
 
# show accuracy 
print (accuracy_score(y, predicted_labels)) 
 
# predict spam 
print(dt.predict([[words['tomorrow'],words['work at home']]]))  
 
# print spam 
print(dt.predict([[words['free'],words['tomorrow']]]))  
              
# print spam 
print(dt.predict([[words['buy'],words['work at home']]]))  
 
# print email 
print(dt.predict([[words['goodbye'],words['tomorrow']]])) 
 

Here is the output: 

 

 

 

 

To do:  add some more words on each test 

['spam' 'email' 'spam' 'email'] 

1.0 

['spam'] 

['spam'] 

['spam'] 

['spam'] 
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tuning parameters 

Ideally, decision tree stops splitting the working set based on features either it 
runs out of features or working set ends up in same class. We can make faster by 
tolerating some error at minimum split criteria. With this parameter, decision tree 
classifier stops the splitting if the number of items in working set decreases below 
specified value. 

Following is the diagram where Minimum Sample split is 10. 

Default in sklearn library is 2. 

Try providing this parameter as 40 

dt = tree.DecisionTreeClassifier(min_samples_split=40) 
 

Criteria for split : criterion 

A  good splitting decision is to take one that provides the best information gain. 
Criteria for sklearn can be gini or entropy( for information gain). The function to 
measure the quality of a split. Supported criteria are “gini” for the Gini impurity 
and “entropy” for the information gain. 

To do: 

Try these two and checkout what is accuracy. 

dt = tree.DecisionTreeClassifier(criterion="entropy") 

and 

dt = tree.DecisionTreeClassifier(criterion="gini") 
 

Classification Homework Question 2 
 
Code the above playing a golf  example on various weather condition example 
and print out the results using a sklearn decision tree 
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Step 0  import modules 

import numpy as np 

from sklearn import tree 

from sklearn.metrics import accuracy_score 

Step 1 make a word look up dictionary 

words = {'Rainy':1,'Overcast':2,'Sunny':3,'Hot':4, 
         'Mild':5,'Cool':6,'Mild':7,'High':8, 
         'Normal':9,'Cool':10,'Mild':11,'High':12, 
         'False':13,'True':14 
         } 
 

Step 2 make output labels 
 
labels = {'Yes','No'} 

 

Step3 code the table as X  predictor values  

Predictors Decision 

Outlook Temperature Humidity Windy Play Golf? 

Rainy Hot High False No 

Rainy Hot High True No 

Overcast Hot High False Yes 

Sunny Mild High False Yes 

Sunny Cool Normal False Yes 

Sunny Cool Normal True No 

Overcast Cool Normal True Yes 

Rainy Mild High False No 

 

Start like this and fill in the rest: 

# Outlook Temperature  Humidity  Windy 
x = np.array([[words['Rainy'],words['Hot'],words['High'],words['False']],  
               
                <--- fill in the rest of the lines here ---> 
 
              ]) 
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Step 4: make y output array  decisions using labels = {'Yes','No'} 

 
Start like this and fill in the rest 
 
y = np.array(['No',   <-- fill in the rest here -->, 'No']) 
 
 

Step 5  make the decision tree Classifier 

Step 6  fit the weather data 

Step 7 print predictions for X  

Step 8 print the accuracy 

Step 9 make and print your own predictions 

 

You should get something like this: 

 

Predictions: 

['No' 'No' 'Yes' 'Yes' 'Yes' 'No' 'Yes' 'No'] 

accuray:  1.0 

'No' expected got: ['No'] 
'Yes' expected got: ['Yes'] 
'No' expected got: ['No'] 
'No' expected got: ['No'] 
 

ADA-Boost Classifier 

Ada-boost, like the Random Forest Classifier and  is another ensemble classifier. 

Ensemble classifier are made up of multiple classifier algorithms and whose 

output is combined result of output of those classifier algorithms. 
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Ada-boost classifier combines weak classifier algorithm to form a strong classifier. 
A single algorithm may classify the objects poorly. But if we combine multiple 
classifiers with selection of training set at every iteration and assigning right 
amount of weight in final voting, we can have good accuracy score for overall 
classifier. 

Ada-boost operation: 

1. retrains the algorithm iteratively by choosing the training set based on 
accuracy of previous training. 
 

2. The weight-age of each trained classifier at any iteration depends on the 
accuracy achieved. 
 

3. Each weak classifier is trained using a random subset of the overall training 
set. 

After training a classifier at any level, ada-boost assigns weight to each training 
item. A misclassified item is assigned higher weight so that it appears in the 
training subset of next classifier with higher probability. 

After each classifier is trained, the weight is assigned to the classifier as well 
based on accuracy. A more accurate classifier is assigned higher weight so that it 
will have more impact in final outcome. 

A classifier with 50% accuracy is given a weight of zero, and a classifier with less 
than 50% accuracy is given negative weight. 

 

h_t(x) is the output of weak classifier t for input x 

alpha_t is weight assigned to classifier. 
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alpha_t is calculated as follows: 

alpha_t = 0.5 * ln( (1 — E)/E) : weight of classifier is straight forward, it is based 
on the error rate E. 

Initially, all the input training example has equal weight. 

Updating weight of training examples 

After weak classifier is trained, we update the weight of each training example 
with following formula 

                                      Dt (i) exp (-atytht(xi)) 
                  D t+i (i) =  ---------------------------- 
                                                     Zt 

Dt is weight at previous level. 

We normalize the weights by dividing each of them by the sum of all the weights, 
Z_t. For example, if all of the calculated weights added up to 15.7, then we would 
divide each of the weights by 15.7 so that they sum up to 1.0 instead. 

y_i is y par of training example (x_i, y_i) y coordinate for simplicity. 

adaboost like random forest classifier gives more accurate results since it depends 

upon many weak classifier for final decision. One of the applications to Adaboost 

is face recognition systems
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AdaBoostClassifier example 

We will apply the spam filter from the previous Decision Tree Classifier 

We will  classify if email is spam or not  depending on words used in an email. 

Spam words:   'free', ‘work at home', 'buy', 'dollars' 

Not spam words: 'tomorrow','today', 'see you','goodbye' 

 

We first need to import the sklearn AdaBoostClassifier library and accuracy score 

library 

import numpy as np 
from sklearn.ensemble import AdaBoostClassifier 
from sklearn.metrics import accuracy_score 
 

Unfortunately slklearn does not handle text data 

Since sklearn cannot handle text data we just use a lookup dictionary for our 

words, by assigning each word a number. 

words = {'free':1,'work at home':2,'tomorrow':3,'today':4, 
         'buy':5,'dollars':6,'see you':7,'goodbye':8} 
 

We also makes labels for convenience, sklearn can handle output data labels. 

labels = ['spam','email' 

we make test data with spam phrase and email phrases 

x = np.array([[words[free'],words['work at home']],  
              [words['tomorrow'],words['today']], 
              [words['buy'],words['dollars']], 
              [words['see you'],words['goodbye']] 
              ]) 
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If you print out x you will get a list of numbers representing each word like this: 
 

[[1 2] 
 [3 4] 
 [1 2] 
 [3 4]] 

 
We set the y data labels accordingly as the result for each row of x data. We do 

not need numbers for y outputs since Sklearn can handle output labels. 

y = np.array([spam','email','spam','email']) 

make AdaBoostClassifier tree Classifier 

abc = AdaBoostClassifier(n_estimators=2,learning_rate=1) 

fit the data 

abc.fit(x, y) 

we show test case prediction 

predicted_labels = abc.predict(x); 

           print( predicted_labels)  

 

We show accuracy 

print (accuracy_score(y, predicted_labels)) 

 

 

We test  predict spam 

print(abc.predict([[words['tomorrow'],words['work at home']]]))  

 

['spam' 'spam' 'spam' 'email'] 

0.75 

 

['spam'] 
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we test predict  spam 

print(abc.predict([[words['free'],words['tomorrow']]]))  

                       

 

We test predict spam 

print(abc.predict([[words['buy'],words['work at home']]]))  

 

 

We test predict email 

print(abc.predict([[words['goodbye'],words['tomorrow']]])) 

 

 

It seems the ada boost classifies also makes a good spam filter. With more words 

we would have more accuracy 

Here is the complete code: 

""" 
adaboostsklearn.py 
ada boost classifier using sklearn 
""" 
import numpy as np 
from sklearn.ensemble import AdaBoostClassifier 
from sklearn.metrics import accuracy_score 
 
# since sklearn cannot handle text data  
# we just use a  lookup dictionary for our words 
words = {'free':1,'work at home':2,'tomorrow':3,'today':4, 
         'buy':1,'dollars':2,'see you':3,'goodbye':4} 

['spam'] 

['email'] 

['spam'] 
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labels = {'spam':1,'email':2} 
 
# dice patterns 1 to 6 
x = np.array([[words['free'],words['work at home']],  
              [words['tomorrow'],words['today']], 
              [words['buy'],words['dollars']], 
              [words['see you'],words['goodbye']] 
              ]) 
 
# labels    
y = np.array(['spam','email','spam','email']) 
 
# make decision tree Classifier 
abc = AdaBoostClassifier(n_estimators=2, 
                         learning_rate=1) 
 
# fit data 
abc.fit(x, y) 
 
# show test case prediction 
predicted_labels = abc.predict(x); 
print( predicted_labels) 
 
# show accuracy 
print (accuracy_score(y, predicted_labels)) 
 
# predict spam 
print(abc.predict([[words['tomorrow'],words['work at home']]]))  
 
Here is the program output: 
 

 

 

 

 

['spam' 'spam' 'spam' 'email'] 

0.75 

['spam'] 

['spam'] 

['spam'] 

['email'] 
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To do: 

Add some more words to each test. 

 

Classification Homework Question 3 

Pick 1 of K-Nearest Neighbors, Random Forest, Naive Bayes, Support Vector, 

Machine SVM, Decision Trees or Ada Boost. Use any predictions you want for X 

and Y values. 

Calculate the confusion matrix using sklearn, plot the heatmap using a Data 

Frame and Seaborn.  Calculate Accuracy and  Precision using the sklearn metrics.  

Here are the steps: 

step 0:   import modules 

step 1: make X features array  

step 2: make  y output array 

step 3: make  Classifier 

step 4: fit the data 

step 5: print  prediction results 

step 6:  make  confusion matrix 

cnf_matrix = metrics.confusion_matrix(y_test, y_pred) 

step 7:  plot confusion matrix and a heat map together 

sns.heatmap(pd.DataFrame(cnf_matrix), annot=True, cmap="YlGnBu" ,fmt='g') 

step 8: print accuracy and precision 

Call your homework classification_homework3.py 
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You should get something like this: 

prediction 

[1 2 3 4 5 6] 

Accuracy: 1.0 

Precision: 1.0 

 

 

 

Plotting Classifications 

To plot a classification we pick two X features and 1 or more Y category outputs. 

Each category becomes a color classification. Then we use a ColorMesh to plot 

the colored categories. A ColorMesh converts a 1D array into a 2D array. The X 

and Y axis is used to plot the points a scatter plot where the Z axis is the color 

categories. We will be classifying animals accordingly to their color and their age.  

We are using a sklearn KNeighborsClassifier (knn classifier) and we test with two 

different weights ‘uniform’ and ‘distance’.  We are classifying animals types 

accordingly to their color and length. 
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Here is the complete program: 

""" 
knnanimals.py 
classify animals 
""" 
import numpy as np 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import seaborn as sns 
from matplotlib.colors import ListedColormap 
from sklearn import neighbors, datasets 
 
# animal colors 
colors = {'yellow':1,'brown':2,'grey':3} 
 
# animal type labels 
animals = {'chicken':1,'cat':2,'dog':3,'mouse':4,'lion':5,'bird':6} 
 
# specify animal color and animal length 
X = np.array([[colors['yellow'],10],[colors['grey'],8], 
              [colors['brown'],10],[colors['grey'],2], 
              [colors['brown'],20],[colors['yellow'],2]]) 
 
# animal types 
y = np.array([animals['chicken'],animals['cat'],animals['dog'], 
              animals['mouse'],animals['lion'],animals['bird']]) 
 
h = .02  # step size in the mesh 
n_neighbors = 1 #distance to neighbors 
 
# Create color maps for each weight 'uniform' or 'distance' 
for weights in ['uniform', 'distance']: 
    # make knn classifier specifying the number of neighbors and weights. 
    knn = neighbors.KNeighborsClassifier(n_neighbors=n_neighbors,weights=weights) 
     
    # fit data points 
    knn.fit(X, y) 
 
    # Plot the decision boundary.  
    #  x is column animal color and y is column animal length 
    # assign a color to each point in the mesh [x_min, x_max]x[y_min, y_max]. 
    x_min, x_max = X[:, 0].min() - 1, X[:, 0].max() + 1 
    y_min, y_max = X[:, 1].min() - 1, X[:, 1].max() + 1 
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    # make 2D mesh grid using min/max values 
    xx, yy = np.meshgrid(np.arange(x_min, x_max,h), 
                         np.arange(y_min, y_max,h)) 
     
    # get Z colors using x and y predicted values 
    Z = knn.predict(np.c_[xx.ravel(), yy.ravel()]) 
 
    # Put the result into a color plot 
    Z = Z.reshape(xx.shape) 
    plt.figure(figsize=(8, 6)) 
    plt.contourf(xx, yy, Z) 
 
    # Plot also the training points 
    sns.scatterplot(x=X[:, 0], y=X[:, 1], hue=list(animals.keys())) 
     
    # set x and y axis bounds 
    plt.xlim(xx.min(), xx.max()) 
    plt.ylim(yy.min(), yy.max()) 
     
    # print title and axis labels 
    plt.title("Animal Classifications (k = %i, weights = '%s')" 
              % (n_neighbors, weights)) 
    plt.xlabel("color") 
    plt.ylabel("length") 
 
    plt.show() 
 

Here are the classification plots: 
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Todo:  Add more animal types, color and lengths  and see if it can predict the 

animal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

End 


